EMBLEM Solvent Canvas 2
EMBLEM Solvent Canvas 2 is single side coated canvas with a poly-cotton-mix weave for
digital art reproduction. The warm white coating allows intensive colours and preserves a
most natural looking weave pattern. Main fields of application are art presentations, exclusive wall decoration, photo-art-objects and art reproduction.
Matchcode:

SOCA2

Material:

polyester-cotton weave (65/35%)

Weave:

2:1

Finish:

matt

Colour:

warm white

Weight:

380 g/m²

Width of rolls:

54”, 60”

Length of rolls:

30 m

Storage:

cool and dry environment, at 15-25°C, 50% rel. humidity

Shelf life:

12 month in original packing

Compatible Inks:
Eco Solvent:

yes

UV:

yes

Solvent:

yes

Latex:

yes

Different printers, inks, resolutions and printing qualities result into numerous different printing parameters. In addition, there a numerous factors
influencing processing and the application of our materials. For this reason, we cannot make specific statements as to drying times and maxiEMBLEM-Datenblätter Solvent en way; Geändert: 24.06.13

mum ink absorption. For this reason, we recommend you to perform own tests in order to verify the desired results. Our product specifications
are not to be understood as legally binding guarantees assuring specific characteristics. Any liabilities and guarantees, as well as claims for
compensation beyond the value of the product itself are excluded.
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EMBLEM Solvent Canvas 2
Description:
EMBLEM SOCA2 is based on a high quality canvas with high dimensional stability. SOCA2
can be mounted onto stretcher frames without stress whitening because of it’s flexible coating. It has a non reflecting surface and is for printing with common eco solvent, solvent,
UV-curable and latex based inks.
Processing:
We advice sufficient drying time of the print before further processing. To avoid fingerprints
the use of cotton-gloves is advisable.
Application:
Typical applications are art presentations, exclusive wall decoration, photo-art-objects and
art reproduction.

